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Introduction
Humanities students are currently taught to examine citations as a starting point for their own research. This so-called

“citation mining,” “bibliography mining,” or “citation chaining” allows students to discover and analyze scholarly

discourse. Such environmental surveys of the literature familiarize researchers not only with the current trends in

methodology but also with the types of material used for evidence, the major research libraries and archives for a

specific field, and the significant scholars working in those areas. Citation studies—a specific branch of the field of

bibliometrics—brings rigor to this process and enables scholars to systematically analyze citation patterns. However,

to study citations at a scale sufficient to produce new insights into humanities research practices requires digital

methodologies and curated datasets of humanities citations. The humanities need and deserve the ability to conduct

analytically rigorous bibliometric studies on their corpus of scholarly literature.

Creating bibliometric datasets for the humanities allows researchers to undertake sophisticated analyses: Statistically,

what are the most commonly cited works of scholarship? Are there distinctive patterns in topic, training, or access to

specific archives among scholars who cite each other, or who cite a specific canonical source text? Examining

humanities citations at scale would allow us to gain a clearer understanding of the intellectual lineages and influences

of scholars, as well as the impact of historical collectors and collections on research. Citation analysis allows us to trace

the connections among humanists and to visualize communication patterns among multiple fields and disciplines.

This avenue of exploration into humanities datasets targets the cherished myth of the solitary genius, allowing

scholars to gain greater insight into the intellectual debts among humanists and the scholarly structures that support

their research. Developing these datasets offers greater opportunities for exploring the role of the library in

scholarship, as both holding repository for sources under study and important node of scholarly communication.
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Scholars working in the same physical space form both formal and informal communities in which they may share

ideas, frustrations, and resources. Conversely, electronic databases and new modes of scholarly communication like

blogs and Twitter have the potential to disrupt patterns of geographic association, providing access to scholarly events

and resources at a distance. Repositories such as libraries and archives are currently sporadically represented in

formal citations—typically when unique primary materials are cited—while the contributions of databases and social

media are radically underreported.1 These issues inspired the creation of the current study, which tested methods for

identifying humanist citations accurately at scale, and provides recommendations for increasing capture of significant

features of primary source citations in particular.

Unlike many bibliometric studies that focus exclusively on contemporary scholarship, we are explicitly interested in

the challenges posed to humanities bibliometrics by the variety of primary sources that humanists study. The purpose

of a primary source citation is, as with other citations, to allow another scholar to locate the source of your information

and reproduce your findings. Primary sources are accessed by scholars in three forms: physical materials held in

special collections, archives, libraries, and museums; facsimiles of these materials, accessed through online databases,

microfilm, or print; and reprints accessed online or in print. The first two forms create challenges for citation. Only the

final form is currently adequately addressed in available style guides, as modern reprints are accessed and

subsequently cited in the same manner as modern monographs. In creating the three datasets described below and

analyzing the citation practices they contain, we wanted to know how primary sources and modern scholarship are

currently being cited, how well current methods of citation discovery recognized citations in humanities fields, and

what could be done to improve citation discovery so that these processes may be studied more in the future.

History of Citation Practices in Early Modern Studies and Book History
The study of modern citation practices aims to show the form of scholarly communication as it develops. Bibliometric

research and the methodology developed for it have typically focused on recent article publications in the sciences.

This analysis has been more difficult to perform on humanities scholarship, due to the humanities’ heavy reliance on

single-author monographs and “older sources,” by which most bibliometric studies mean secondary works more than

fifteen years old. The monograph, while critical to many humanities fields, is currently a black box when it comes to

studying citations, as the contents of in-copyright monographs are not commonly available as data for researchers.

Humanities scholars must contend with a much broader range of sources than in the sciences, both in date and format.

As T. N. Van Leeuwen notes, scientific knowledge ages within three to four years, while humanities books may

influence a field for decades.2 While studies of recent humanist scholarship are rare, humanist bibliometric datasets

and analyses that take into account primary sources are even rarer.3 Bibliometric studies in the humanities suffer from

what Chris Sula and Matthew Miller have called a “sheer lack of data as compared with the sciences.”4

Humanities citation data poses several challenges to the type of collection and analysis often performed on datasets

from scientific disciplines. In the hard sciences, publication in journals, particularly in high-impact factor journals, is

highly valued for academic advancement.5 The scholarly reference aggregator Crossref has surpassed forty million

metadata records for content as of 2010. Of these, 87% are from journals, while monographs and reference works

amount to 5%, and the remainder are conference papers or other publication formats.6 In the humanities, by contrast,

the scholarly monograph is still the sine qua non of tenure-track life. By and large, humanities monographs within

copyright are not available to researchers as digital texts in large numbers. Since bibliometric datasets rely heavily on

the automatic processing of digital texts, the content of monographs, including their citations, is not yet as readily

available for analysis and is explicitly excluded from key sources for bibliometric datasets.7
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Since the services that create these datasets are not set up for humanities data, scholars interested in studying it must

make their own dataset. Humanities data is available through journal aggregators such as JSTOR. One hopes that as

such aggregators begin to include monographs, and as other digitization projects such as HathiTrust begin to make in-

copyright monograph information available, monograph data will be invaluable to future studies. In the meantime, as

humanists employ the same citation methods in both articles and monographs, this work can begin by developing

methods for acquiring and analyzing humanities data from journals, which could then later be extrapolated to

monographs.

Bibliometric studies focus on the sharing of ideas, and as such illuminate patterns and methods of communication

among scholars. The sciences and humanities have marked differences not only in how and where collaboration and

resource-sharing occur but also in the degree of formality attached to such communication and shared work, making

scientific models for considering co-authorship and credit less applicable. Scientific research often employs large

teams of researchers—into the thousands—each with degrees of credit determined by their position within author lists,

while co-authorship in the humanities occurs in a much lower percentage of papers and in much smaller groups.8

Scientific papers often explicitly denote collaborative activity through formal co-authorship, which enables easily

automated methods of extracting relational data and reconstructing intellectual influence by analyzing the metadata of

the article.9 By contrast, humanities research assistance is often part of informal information exchanges and is thus

included in less standardized formats within published works: in acknowledgement sections or as notes of

appreciation in discursive footnotes.10 In other words, while some bibliometric work in the sciences is made possible

by the structure of repositories themselves, humanities bibliometric work is more reliant on the capture of data from

the content of scholarly publications. As we discovered in this study, both the assistance and resources provided by

libraries, archives, and repositories are even more likely to be coded obliquely—in notes of appreciation to specific and

general librarians, in appendices, and in image captions. Because of its variability, humanities collaboration data

requires different methods of discovery and aggregation, but should likewise be helpful in exploring networks of

intellectual debt and tracing the development of ideas and fields of study.

Finally, humanities sources are far more variable than those used in the sciences, and are thus more challenging to

automatically aggregate and analyze. Driven by the need to measure the impact of research funding, scientific

bibliometric analysis often emphasizes the currency of research and focuses on recently collected and analyzed data. In

contrast, the humanities articles we examined cited primary sources dating from the classical period to the twenty-first

century that were as materially diverse as wax tablets, engraved prints, manuscript account books, and datasets.

Many humanities scholars are familiar with the challenge of identifying a “work,” and those examining humanities

bibliometric data will need to wrestle with this question as well. Is a canonical text in its third printing the same “work”

as the first? What about scholarly editions or translations? These questions present challenges to the assessment of

secondary sources as much as primary materials, since humanities monographs have far longer periods of influence

than scientific works. Likewise, reference works that describe and catalog primary materials can cause challenges

because the ways they identify and refer to primary sources are updated over time. For example, the Pollard and

Redgrave A Short–Title Catalogue of Books Printed in England, Scotland, & Ireland and of English Books Printed

Abroad, 1475–1640 (STC) was introduced in 1926 and substantially revised in the 1970s and 1990s.11 The STC was

further remediated into the English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC) beginning in the 1980s, and citations that rely on the

STC number to identify works must be considered in conjunction with which edition of the STC or ESTC was available
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at the time of writing.12 A humanities-centric paradigm for bibliometric studies is needed—one that recognizes

multiplicity (translations, new editions, remediations), acknowledges the influence of time on sources (both primary

and scholarly), and captures the diversity of material types used to illuminate humanities scholarship.

Methodology
Acquiring Humanities Bibliometric Data

A bibliometric analysis that can yield useful insights hinges on the selection of an appropriate dataset. The dataset

must be attuned to the specific questions the analysis is designed to illuminate, but it is also subject, inevitably, to

practical considerations. Our datasets allowed us to survey recent practice in humanities citation rather than to

provide a comprehensive analysis of specific fields. For this project, we focused on journal data acquired from JSTOR’s

Data for Research program, which has an established system for allowing researchers access to in-copyright journal

articles.13 JSTOR contains electronic holdings for a substantial number of humanities journals: 333 history journals,

329 language and literature journals, and 15 bibliography journals, according to JSTOR’s subject headings.14

To create a manageable sample for this study, we selected articles from three journals focusing on book history and

three on early modern studies. These fields were selected for their interdisciplinarity, our familiarity with the subject

matter and common reference works, and their likelihood of citing rare materials. We chose high-profile journals that

provide a range of approaches within each field.15 While the resulting data may be particularly interesting to early

modernists and book historians, the methodology should be replicable across a number of fields, and the basic insights

relevant to a range of humanities disciplines. We requested two separate datasets from JSTOR. Our initial request was

for JSTOR’s automatically identified citations and keywords for six journals—Book History, English Literary History

(ELH), Studies in Bibliography, Huntington Library Quarterly, the Sixteenth Century Journal, and Renaissance

Quarterly—from 1985 to the present. Our subsequent request was for as many full-text articles from the same six

journals as we could get. All of these journals follow the Chicago Manual of Style. We supplemented these two

datasets with a third, much smaller dataset that we created ourselves.

Dataset 1: JSTOR-identified citations

JSTOR has created algorithms to locate citation data in Optical Character Recognition-scanned full-text articles, which

allows them to create cross-links and promote other articles in their database via a reference tab on each article’s page.

We discuss both how JSTOR does this and the implications for the data, below. In our initial request, JSTOR’s Data for

Research (hereafter JSTOR) sent us automatically extracted citation data for five of our six requested journals. We

were not able to acquire JSTOR’s automatically extracted citation data from Renaissance Quarterly, due to a data

retrieval error that sent us citation data from Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renaissance instead. We considered

including Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renaissance as an alternative to Renaissance Quarterly, but the French

journal has several practices at variance with the Chicago Manual of Style citation practice, and we decided that its

inclusion would add too many new variables to the study. In particular, the use of first initials rather than full first

names would have complicated efforts to identify authors using the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF;

viaf.org). We were able to secure Renaissance Quarterly data for a subsequent dataset.

We requested 30,000 citations, JSTOR’s largest request size, for each journal. The initial data pull of “text units”

included full-length articles, as determined by JSTOR, as well as book reviews, society business, and other materials

published in these journals. The second set of numbers, below in table 1, shows only the full-length articles.

Journal Number of text units Number of full-length articles
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Book History 213 188

ELH 1,326 1,110

Huntington Library Quarterly 1,181 767

Sixteenth Century Journal 8,731 675

Studies in Bibliography 343 301

 

Individual factors in journal publication history affected the quantity of available articles: Book History, an annual

founded in 1998, returned only 188 articles for 1998–2013, while Studies in Bibliography, published sometimes every

two years rather than annually, contained 301 articles from 1985 to 2005/2006.16 Sixteenth Century Studies, a

quarterly publication, contains far more book reviews than the other publications; when excluded, these brought its

number of full-length articles down considerably. Each set began with works published in 1985 (with the exception of

Book History), and the end date was determined by several factors—primarily, availability caused by the journal’s own

publication, JSTOR’s holdings of it, and JSTOR’s moving wall.17 While Book History has a shorter publication span

than the other journals, it is among the most prestigious journals in its field available through JSTOR, and we deemed

that its shorter publication span would not affect our analysis, given our interest in recent publications.

This dataset included bibliographic information for individual articles published in each of the five journals; i.e., that

article’s author, title, journal title, publication date, volume/issue, and page numbers, as well as citation data for each

article. This citation data was encoded at the level of the individual reference. We converted the bibliographic

information for each article (not including individual citation data) from XML to RDF triples, and reconciled author

names against data in VIAF in order to be able to query the data using Unique Resource Identifiers (URIs) as opposed

to strings of text. This data is both available in the project GitHub repository and to query at a SPARQL endpoint

(http://dydra.com/paigecm/large-dataset-for-all-5-journals). We have created a range of precoded queries that can be

run by users with no experience with SPARQL. Each query includes explanatory comments (indicated by the # sign at

the beginning of the line) and many queries include a regular expression filter that allows further customization by

users, such as searching for a particular author’s name or a keyword.

Dataset 2: full-text articles

Our second dataset consisted of 7,500 full-text articles from all six journals in JSON format. In this subsequent data

request, we aimed for as many articles as JSTOR would provide, in order to allow us to test a variety of citation-

capturing methods. JSTOR’s rolling blackout window and the lack of recent publications held in JSTOR for some of

our target journals, such as Studies in Bibliography, began affecting most of our journals around 2009, resulting in a

sharp decrease in available articles from 2009 to 2015, when this data was acquired. The full-text articles range in date

from 1931 to 2015, with a median date of 1984 (see figure 1). The earliest publications in the dataset are from

Huntington Library Bulletin.18 Twenty-four articles included in the dataset were from the spring of 2015. 58% of the

full-text articles (4,369) were early modern studies, while 42% (3,131) were bibliographical.

Journal Number of full-text articles

Book History 188

ELH 2,433

Huntington Library Quarterly 1,897

Renaissance Quarterly 909

http://dydra.com/paigecm/large-dataset-for-all-5-journals
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Sixteenth Century Journal 1,027

Studies in Bibliography 1,046

We then ran text-string searches on the full-text JSON files using Python, to see if we could increase the rate of

discovery for citation formats currently missed by JSTOR’s automatic citation discovery software.

Dataset 3: hand-encoded citations

Finally, we sampled fifty articles published between 1998 and 2013 in Book History. We hand curated the citations in

each, encoding bibliographic elements such as author, publisher, date, place of publication, and elements connected to

archival research such as shelfmarks and call numbers, collection names, and repositories. Our process resulted in

data structured with finer granular detail suitable for more complex queries. Our structured data isolated fields,

making it possible to develop database queries that allow us to ask questions such as, “Which authors cited archival

materials housed in a particular repository?” or “How many of these articles include citations for materials with

shelfmarks?” The enhanced data for Book History is available in the project GitHub repository and also available to

query at a SPARQL endpoint (http://dydra.com/paigecm/book-history-enhanced-data.). This SPARQL endpoint also

features prewritten and customizable queries. Our detailed methodology will be released as a white paper, titled

“Identifying Early Modern Books: Adapting, Creating, and Processing Bibliometric Data for Research.”19

We chose Book History for the hand-coded dataset for several reasons: as the journal for the Society of the History of

Authorship, Reading, and Publishing, it’s a leader in the interdisciplinary “book history” field, publishing more varied

works than Studies in Bibliography and other more senior publications do. While Book History publishes a wide

range of scholarship, it also has a significant portion of publications that fall within the early modern era, allowing our

sample to have articles focused in both of our primary fields. Using the automatically culled citations from JSTOR as a

starting point, project team members read the individual articles, transcribed citations missed by the automatic

process, deleted items that were not citations, and lightly encoded the resulting citations list in XML tags. The XML

tags were then processed to create a database for more sophisticated queries.

Figure 1. Dates of full-text articles.

http://dydra.com/paigecm/book-history-enhanced-data.
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This process enabled us to analyze a combination of highly precise citation data from a small number of articles

(dataset 3, hand-coded citations); messy and partially pre-processed citation data from a large number of articles

(dataset 1, JSTOR-identified citations); and extremely messy citation data drawn from a further sample of full-text

articles (dataset 2, full-text). Complete information about our process of extracting and analyzing this data, including

programs and methods used, will be available in our forthcoming white paper.

Citations
Universal Style Guides

Programs for automatically recording citations recognize citations through pattern matching, page position, and font

size. This can be seen in results of the automated citation-extraction algorithms employed by JSTOR. These algorithms

run pattern-matching searches over sections of text that JSTOR identifies as possibly containing citation data. The

search patterns are derived from the standardized citation patterns set forth in official, published style guidelines such

as the Chicago Manual of Style and the MLA Handbook. The searches, therefore, rely on citations containing specific

elements and only those elements—e.g., a certain number of characters followed by a comma, followed by quotation

marks or italics, parentheses, and a final number. Semicolons are assumed to divide two citations. Modern secondary

sources, such as articles, typically do not provide challenges to this pattern-based approach: e.g., Edwin Berck Dike,

“Coleridge Marginalia in Henry Brooke’s The Fool of Quality,” Huntington Library Bulletin no. 2 (1931): 149–63.

Disrupting the established pattern—for example, by separating elements with non-citation descriptive comments or

having an element exceed typical length—can make the automatic discovery process miss elements. Works published

prior to the nineteenth century, and citations of specific copies of modern works, often do not play by the rules.

We chose all six of our journals in part because they require their authors to follow the Chicago Manual of Style

(CMOS) or a lightly modified house version, which minimized the variation that would be inherent in a comparison of

journals using different style guides. In addition to the actual citation practices manifested in published articles, we

also extensively reviewed the journals’ published style guidelines in order to correctly attribute the patterns we

uncovered, either to authorial practices or journal conventions. We are well aware that not all humanities journals

employ the CMOS—Digital Humanities Quarterly uses Harvard citation style, an author-date format, in its online

publications. Some variations we saw in the citations may be due to authors introducing elements from other styles,

particularly when the CMOS is silent on the citation format for particular categories of materials.20 For example, the

16th edition of the CMOS, the current edition at the time of writing this analysis, does not give guidance on how to cite

material objects in its documentation section, although some guidance on “works of art” is given in the chapter on

illustrations.21 This arrangement presumes that all cited material objects are “works of art,” and that all references to

artworks are accompanied by a reproduction.

Few journals follow the CMOS verbatim. Most create their own variants of the style guide. At the time of our study, the

most significant departures in our dataset were Sixteenth Century Journal’s refusal to allow the use of ibid. or the

italicization of titles for books and journals, and Renaissance Quarterly’s omission of publisher names and last-access

dates for online sources. Furthermore, these variant style guides are not always kept up to date when their canonical

style guide changes. Sixteenth Century Journal “generally follows the Chicago Manual of Style, 15th edition, for

grammar, punctuation, capitalization, hyphenation, and the like,” but acknowledges the existence of the 16th edition

and the SBL Handbook of Style as reference works for the citation of sources.22
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Our hand-coded Book History dataset gave us a baseline for the accuracy of JSTOR’s automatic citation-discovery

algorithms. Even with some fuzzy matching to account for publishers’ house styles, the algorithms only capture 89.1%

of human-readable citations in our hand-coded article dataset, with individual article capture rates ranging from a

dismal 24.7% to a complete 100%.23 The more significant an author’s departure from the CMOS, the higher the

likelihood that their citations would be missed.

Local Variation in Practice

Academic citations in the humanities generally require a kind of linear dependency; a human reading an article should

encounter a full citation at the first mention of a source, then short-form references to the source if it is mentioned

again. Some of these short-form references are standardized by style

guidelines; however, authors sometimes make additional abbreviations of long titles or the names of libraries to

reduce redundancy, streamline the repeated citation of a single item, or manage references to a number of related

primary sources (see figures 2 and 3).24 These abbreviation practices can appear to reduce redundancy in highly

familiar texts (and for most authors, nothing is more familiar than the article one has been writing for months), but for

human and machine readers unfamiliar with the subject matter, such abbreviations can disrupt the ability to extract

relevant data.

 

Authors sometimes rely on context to supply elements of a formal citation, such as eliminating an author’s name when

her work is discussed in the sentence, or a publisher’s name in a list of his published works. The absence of a standard

citation element sometimes ironically indicates the importance of that element to the subject under discussion.

Figure 2. Abbreviations employed for primary sources throughout the article, explained in a
concluding table.

Figure 3. Endnotes showing the use of shelfmarks.
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Conversely, adding additional information through discursive footnotes can be highly legible to humans, but it is not

machine-readable because it breaks the pattern recognition required for the automatic extraction of citations: e.g.,

“Judith Williamson discusses these gaps in so-called hermeneutic ads in chap. 3 of Decoding Advertisements (Boston:

Boyars, 1978).”25 In this example, the author’s name, Judith Williamson, was excluded from the captured citation

along with the other discursive footnote matter. Many of the citations in our final dataset lack author information, not

because it was absent from the article but because it was distanced from the formal citation itself by analysis, exegesis,

or commentary.

Location, Location, Location

JSTOR and individual researchers

such as Sula and Miller use a

combination of font size and location

on the PDF page to identify sections of

text on which these pattern-matching

algorithms should be run. This

methodology can be particularly

problematic for articles that cite a

large number of primary sources. In

bibliographical journals such as

Studies in Bibliography, where copy-

specific information about material

objects is often of vital importance to

the argument, appendices that

compare the features of many copies

may appear as tables or lists. Because

they are printed in the same font size as the body of the article, these citations are invisible to automated citation

discovery and cause additional complications for human researchers interested in library references (see figure 4).26

Such tables and lists need to be able to provide location information in a concise and clear method, often resulting in

libraries being referenced by code systems (e.g., “DFo” for the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC), rather

than by their names.27 Researchers interested in identifying copies examined by bibliographers not only have to

contend with finding and recording the numerous citations to specific works but also with translating the codes for

libraries into recognizable repository names.

Image captions are similarly missed by the current discovery process because the citations they contain occur within

the body of the text and, depending on journal, may be displayed in a font size larger than that of the footnotes. In

some cases, a work may be cited only in an image caption possibly because the author sees a second full citation in

footnotes as redundant. While legible to humans, this form of citation would be missed completely by anyone scanning

footnotes for a full list of consulted works or searching using automatic means. Because of CMOS recommendations

for credit lines in illustrations, image captions are also more likely to contain references to libraries and other

repositories than footnotes, even when citing the same material. The addition of a process for capturing image

captions would substantially improve the representation of primary sources in automatically generated reference lists.

Figure 4. Table showing the sequence of watermarks in copies of William Shakespeare’s
Pericles, employing STC location codes to indicate repository.
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A partial and labor-intensive solution to this problem can be implemented through text-string searches, for phrases

such as “by permission of” or “courtesy of,” or through location and font-size matching in the cases of journals that set

image captions at a smaller font size than article text.

Primary Source Challenges

Most authors adhere to style guidelines when citing modern secondary works in their foot- and endnotes. The biggest

challenge for humanities bibliometrics comes from the citation of primary sources. While style guides usually provide

advice for citing manuscript sources, they tend to treat printed primary sources as if they were modern printed works.

In practice, however, we found that many scholars emend or add to the citation format for printed books when citing

rare materials in order to indicate to their reader that they consulted a specific item. Indeed, with the prevalence of

digital-facsimile resources, some scholars see citing the holding library and shelfmark as a means of clarifying that

they inspected the physical book. The more a citation varies from the norm for a printed book, however, the more

likely it will be missed in whole or in part by the automatic citation discovery process as it currently stands.

Citations that point to copy-specific information in a printed work, such as provenance or marginalia, are more likely

to include library information. While borrowed from manuscript practice, these added features appear in the reverse

order of the official CMOS style, where manuscript citations list the smallest to the largest unit—item, author, papers,

collection, repository, and occasionally conclude with the location of the repository: e.g., “Minutes of the Committee

for Improving the Condition of the Free Blacks, Pennsylvania Society for the Abolition of Slavery, 1790–1803, Papers

of the Pennsylvania Society for the Abolition of Slavery, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.”28 In the

case of printed books, the standard print format comes first, followed by copy-specific information; e.g., William Cecil,

The Copie of a Letter Sent Ovt of England to Don Bernardin Mendoza (London: Jacqueline Vautrollier for Richard

Field, 1588), A2 , Bodleian Library, Douce M 202.29 Because the pattern-matching software has already recognized a

full citation at the page reference (A2 ), it would miss the library name and shelfmark, in this case the Bodleian

Library, and “Douce M 202,” a shelfmark from the collection of Francis Douce.

Item-specific information is interesting to other researchers who would like to examine those specific items, of course,

but the ability to track specific items in citations would offer additional benefits. Access to information about citation

frequency and content could help librarians develop collections that respond to researcher interests, identify gaps in

discovery tools, or orient programs around frequently consulted items. Such bibliometric studies may be particularly

helpful in illuminating the influence of fellowship programs. At the very least, consistent citations of specific holdings

could help researchers find the libraries that are most relevant to their interests and thus increase traffic to those

libraries. Scholars interested in discovering citations of works held in specific libraries will need to do more

experimentation to determine what text-string searches work best. While in our study a search of the full-text dataset

for the term “library” turned up too much noise (there were too many articles about libraries in the book history

journals), we were able to identify cited libraries by searching for “shelfmark” and the related term “classmark.”30 We

also had some success searching for the names of individual librarians and institutions.

The additions and changes scholars make to a standard CMOS printed-works citation appear to reflect the different

levels of citation granularity demanded by modern scholarly research methods, although the ad hoc nature of the

changes make their application inconsistent. In the vast majority of cases, the citation of copy-specific information

necessitated the inclusion of a call number. In our dataset of fifty Book History citations, we found only one example

of an annotated book cited with a library name but without a shelfmark.31

A Snapshot of the Text: Photographic Facsimiles as Stand-Ins for Printed Books

r

r
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In recent years, libraries and archives have worked extensively to increase engagement with their holdings through

digitization, while also making major purchases in digital facsimile databases to provide access to material digitized by

for-profit companies such as ProQuest and Gale-Cengage. But even recognizing, as G. Thomas Tanselle does in his

seminal 1989 article “Reproduction and Scholarship,” that reproduction “can never be thought to obviate examination

of originals,” the rates for the citation of major microfilm series and digital facsimile databases are far lower than we

expected.32 4,369 or 58% of the full-text articles we examined were early modern in focus, yet the primary facsimile

repository database for early modern studies, Early English Books Online (EEBO), and its parent microfilm series,

Early English Books (EEB), together appeared in only 46 articles. Numbers for other common online early modern

databases are even smaller in our dataset: the Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO), appears in twelve

articles, while British History Online (BHO), a digital collection of primary sources relating to Great Britain, is cited by

eleven.33

EEBO: An Invisible Database

Given the significance of EEBO to early modern studies, we were particularly interested in the “culture of non-citation”

that appeared to erase databases from the academic literature.34 We considered that the time span for publication

may be affecting these numbers, as EEBO first came online in 1998. However 1,909 of the articles were published after

the year 2000. Date was also a poor predictor of whether the microfilm or the online database would be cited. The

count for the Early English Books microfilm series includes a 2009 ELH: English Literary History article on

broadsides that cites the microfilm twenty-five times.35In some cases, researchers may not have institutional access to

online databases, but their libraries may have, or may be able to borrow, the microfilm reels. Conversely, information

for online or print sources may be included in the citations for works actually accessed via microfilm, because scholars

and editors believe microfilm is becoming more difficult to access. In these instances, microfilm reel numbers often

appear in conjunction with the citation of another format, such as a print citation with repository information or an

online database: e.g., the citation of the State Papers microfilm reel alongside a State Papers Online URL.

The scarcity of explicit database citations in early modern and bibliographical studies does not mean that scholars do

not use databases in these fields. In the calendar year 2015, scholars and staff at the Folger Shakespeare Library looked

at 24,515 page images in EEBO in 6,089 distinct sessions, and they downloaded 1,181 PDFs.36 This number does not

include scholars who may have logged into EEBO through a proxy service to their home libraries. So where is EEBO in

their citations?

A possible answer may be found in the nearly 9,000 Short Title and Wing catalogue numbers (typically labeled “STC”

and “Wing”), which supplement the publication information of early modern books. Such edition-level identification

numbers can be used to disambiguate between two similarly titled editions, but we suspect that these references are

most commonly included to serve as unique identifiers to quickly and easily find a rare work in EEBO and other

databases. The Early English Books microfilm series specifically drew its coverage mandate from the STC, and some

tutorials for using the microfilm series direct users to use the STC number to locate specific works in the microfilm

index.37 Although limited by its national focus, the STC represents a broad enough range of early modern printed

books that many other databases allow for searching by STC number.  

Another possible reason for the absence of references to EEBO is deliberate omission. In an examination of history

masters theses at a midsized public university, Graham Sherriff notes that many of his sources contained what he

characterizes as “incorrect citations,” with problems including “incorrect or missing dates, duplicates, and the citation

of a text’s original publication rather than that of the specific edition consulted.”38 Sherriff was particularly concerned
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with scholars using a medieval or early modern publication date when they had, in fact, consulted a modern scholarly

or facsimile edition. The significant absence of citations for EEBO and other facsimile databases suggests that, rather

than being an error, this citation pattern represents a fundamental disjunction between scholarly practice and its

textual representation. Further evidence in support of this theory comes from informal conversations and blog posts,

as well as a 2013 user survey for the EEBO Text Creation Partnership, in which 34% of respondents professed to have

cited the print version of texts they accessed online, with an additional 25% admitted to teaching their students to

follow the same method.39 This practice is so widespread that some scholars grow frustrated when databases do not

make available all the information necessary to convert a digital citation into a print one.40

Responding to the availability of facsimiles through microfilm readers, long before digital databases, Tanselle

lamented that “everyone knows (though many people act as if they do not know) that every form of reproduction can

lie, by providing a range of possibilities for interpretation that is different from the one offered by the original.”41 The

citation pattern suggests that the “act” Tanselle identified—the practice of using facsimiles and physical books

interchangeably—has compounded with what Jonathan Blaney, project editor for British History Online, characterizes

as the “strong presumption in parts of the humanities to prefer print wherever possible” to suppress citation references

to facsimiles.42 The print citation, with higher social cachet and a formula recognized by all major citation manuals, is

used instead. This practice complicates the citation process, if the purpose of citations is to direct readers to your

actual sources, leading to a situation where, as Blaney says, “the reader . . . might not know that there is a version

literally at their fingertips.”43

Best Practices for Human Comprehension and Machine Computation
We have compiled a few suggestions for best practices to increase human legibility for citations as well as best

practices to promote greater citation capture using automatic citation discovery. In both cases, the most effective

means of communicating citations is consistency. We strongly recommend that authors follow the given style

guidelines—whether Chicago Manual of Style or some other set of guidelines—to ensure the comprehensibility and

regularity of their citations. It is particularly important to follow style guidelines related to abbreviations; CMOS

recommends authors keep abbreviations to a minimum, introduce them at first use, and—when they are numerous—

document them thoroughly in a single place in the article or book.44

For authors:

To ensure human comprehension and accurately represent the scholarly work being performed, authors should
cite the work they have consulted.
When citing primary sources consulted at an archive, include the library name and shelfmark.

Using CMOS to show consultation of a printed work in an archive:
Christopher Marlowe, The Famous Tragedy of the Rich Ievv of Malta (London: John Beale for Nicholas
Vavasour, 1633). Folger Shakespeare Library, STC 17412 copy 2.
William Cecil [Richard Leigh, pseud], La Copie d’vne Lettre Enuoyée d’Angleterre à dom Bernardin de
Mendoze ([London: Jacqueline Vautrollier for Richard Field], 1588). Bodleian Library, Vet. A1 e.118.

When citing works consulted through digital facsimile or transcription, database information, especially durable
URLs whenever possible, should be included. At a minimum, a short form of the database name may signal the
method of consultation.

Using CMOS to show consultation of a digital facsimile:
John Fletcher, The Faithfvll Shepheardess (London, [Edward Allde] for R[ichard] Bonian and H[enry]
Walley, [1610?]. EEBO.

Using CMOS to show consultation of a digital transcript:
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John Fletcher, The Faithfull Shepheardess (London, [Edward Allde] for R[ichard] Bonian and H[enry]
Walley, [1610?]. EEBO-TCP A00962.

All works referenced should be fully cited in foot- or endnotes, even if the work is used solely as an illustration and
has a caption.
Authors should avoid, whenever possible, editorializing within the citation itself. A discursive footnote may
precede the citation, but the order of the citation elements should not be interrupted by commentary.

For editors and the creators of style guides:

Clearly, in some cases, the minimum citation recommended for books is inadequate. For the Chicago Manual of Style

and other standard style guides, advice for citing manuscripts may serve as a guide for citing rare printed materials,

but we would strongly suggest that style guide editors consider creating standard citations for printed materials in

special collections and archives. The archival turn in the humanities has meant that copy-specific studies—such as

those involving marginalia, material history, and provenance studies—are becoming increasingly important to our

understanding of human culture. Standardizing the additions made to the typical print citation and creating a more

clear and full citation form for rare printed materials would aid significantly in creating reliable and consistent

references to this material.

Furthermore, it is impossible to predict what future objects may become a locus of scholarship and require citation

outside the given style guidelines. We suggest that style guides include a general citation format for material objects—

for realia as well as artwork. How should an author cite Edgar Allan Poe’s desk, a gravestone, or a rubber ducky, all

items held in various repositories?45 How do we cite such items when they are not held in repositories but are instead

found in historical homes, graveyards, or on store shelves? We also recommend that editors and the creators of style

guides provide guidance to authors who need to create new types of citations when current style guidelines fail to cover

some “edge case” of scholarship—similar to the Modern Language Association’s newest attempt to create one generic

method of citation— but in addition to current style guidelines, not in lieu of specific style guidance.

For data publishers:

We believe that people who create, publish, and/or maintain this kind of data should not only be aware of potential

uses for it but also of the tools and practices that scholars use to work with it. Awareness of the detailed practices

associated with bibliometric research will make it more likely that publishers will provide data in useful

configurations. Doing so may increase the discoverability and use of their products.

For data miners:

See our whitepaper on our process, “Identifying Early Modern Books: Adapting, Creating, and Processing Bibliometric

Data for Research.”46

Conclusion
The goal of citations in general, and of our recommendations, is to support transparency and aid in the critical

evaluation of scholarly arguments. Building and analyzing reliable datasets of humanities citations is difficult because

of the variety of forms humanities works may take; however, it is not impossible, and the benefits of analyzing such

datasets are enormous. Humanities citation analysis enables us to understand current research practices at a global

level, beyond the scope of individual scholars’ carefully cultivated fields of expertise. This global approach has the

potential to identify vital sources that form important connections between disciplinary fields. At a more localized

level, recognizing the contributions that special collections archives and facsimile databases make to our research not
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only helps future scholars find the material necessary to confirm or contest our conclusions but also allows libraries to

evaluate the effectiveness of pricey subscriptions, funds for visiting scholars, and collecting practices and priorities. To

get a better picture of where the humanities are going, we need to have a better dataset of where we’ve been in the

digital repository, the archive, and the library.47
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